The “Tour de Lake” race will consist of four buoys located (approximately) around the lake in the following locations: South end of Wildwood Bay, South East Side of the Peninsula, Yacht Club Bay & End of the Island near the slot.

Due to water and weed levels we may or may not be sailing very far into the Boat Works bay. The start will be located at the most downwind mark depending on wind direction, this location will be communicated by the Race Officer via VHF Ch. 72 and the phone message system. The course will be to sail around all of the buoys in a Counter-Clockwise manner, passing all buoys to the port side, with the shore to starboard. The finish will be downwind at the original starting location.

Depending on wind conditions some fleets may sail the course twice around, please check the Course Board on the RC Boat for the number of times around the course for your fleet. The attached illustration shows approximate buoy locations and course of travel for a wind direction from the Northwest with a once-around course. For twice around, you would stay to starboard of the starting mark and begin your second loop.